






KITCHEN RATS
Rats in the kitchen
Eating all the food

Which I think is extremely rude
I don’t mind sharing
Maybe half a Pear

But give them a chance
And they’ll be everywhere

In the bathroom taking a shower
Maybe staying there for even an hour

In the bedroom sharing your bed
You wake up in the morning

With a Rat on your head!
Yuk!

So take more care when eating 
Your food

Cuz you don’t want the Rats
To intrude!





RATS ARE …
Rats are frightening

Rats are scary
Some of them are extremely hairy

Especially the ones called Mary
Who live in the Dairy

But want, one day to become a Fairy

Rats are big
Rats are long

Some of them maybe called John
Or Fred

And live deep inside your bed!
Agh!!!





RATS ARE …
Rats are funny

Rats are fun
Some just like to lie out in the Sun

On a hot Summer day
Or roll around in the Hay

And play!
Way hey!

Rats make you laugh when they act daft
Funny than even a multicoloured
Six legged, two headed Giraffe!

What’s going on!





RATS ARE …
Rats are running in a never ending race
Some of them just can’t keep up the pace
And just want to go home and take a rest
Hang out with their mates
Have some fun
Maybe consume a ginormous chocolate chip cookie Easter Egg bun!
Yummy, yummy in my tummy
Oh yeah!
MMMMM!
Baby!







THERE WERE RATS

There were rats, rats
Bigger than cats
In and out the doors
In and out of Flats

There were rats, rats
Big fat furry rats
Under all the beds
Hiding under hats

There were rats, rats
Black, scary rats
Eating all the food
Even all the Tats

There were rats, rats
Enormous, gruesome rats
Hiding in the kitchen
Scaring all the Bats!









A Stained Glass window in Hamelin dating back to 1300 – tell the  Story of the Pied Piper







Rats!

They fought the dogs and killed the cats,

And bit the babies in the cradles,

And ate the cheeses out of the vats,

And licked the soup from the cooks' own ladles,

Split open the kegs of salted sprats,

Made nests inside men's Sunday hats,

And even spoiled the women's chats,

By drowning their speaking

With shrieking and squeaking

In fifty different sharps and flats.

A verse from “The Pied Piper of Hamelin
Written by Robert Browning – Poet and Storyteller – Published in 1842


